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RESU"
La subducci6n en el norte de Chile es analizadaconsismoslocalesobtenidos
en dos
experimentos realizados entom0 a Iquique-1991(2l0S)y Antofagasta-1988( N O S ) . La inversi6n simultAnea
de hipocentros y estructura permiti6 obtener modelos bi-dimensionales de
la lit6sfera ocebica, del m t o
superior y de la corteza continental en ambas regiones. Los mecanismos focales obtenidos permitieron
estudiar el contact0 sismog6nico interplacay la distribuci6n de esfuerzos intraplaca, que sugiere una zona
d s profundos quelos tensionales.
sismica doble 100
a km de profundidad con esfuerzos compresionales
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INTRODUCTION
Considering that northern Chileis one of
the more active seismic zonesof the circum -18"
Pacific belt, and that the last great event
occwred there at the end of the last century
(1877,Mw=8.7), two local microearthquake
field experiments were carried out in the
northern Chile seismic gap. The first
experiment was located in the southern edge
of the estimated 1877 rupture zone in 1988 -20"
n e z Antofagasta, and the second one was
located in the middleof that rupture zonein
1991, near Iquique (Fig. 1). About200
reliable microearthquakes were located in
data base
each experiment, and they were the
forthe
simultaneous 2-D inversion of
hypocenters and velocity structure of the -22"
oceanic and continental lithosphere, and the
upper-mande in both regions. Withthe
resulting 2D velocity model, the morphology
of the subduction was better defined around
theIquiqueandAntofagastaregions.
The
analysis of the local event focal mechanisms
allows us to study the seismogenic interplate-24"
contact zone, and the distribution
of stresses
in the down-going part of the slab which
shows an inverted double seismic zone.
Figure 1.- Distribution of seismic stations
(squares) and events (circles). Black triangles
-26"
represent the activevolcanoes.Theopenellipse shows the1877estimated rupture area.
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The set of arrival times recorded by the two local microseismic expriments peffomed im R ~ I - ~ ~ I ~ IChile
TI
d seimic velocity structure around
the Iquique and Antofagasta regions. A detailai description of the invaion is found in Comte et al. ['1993].
The northem Clnile margin is parametrized in metabloch, where the size of the blocb is governcd by the
ability of the data to reolve the structures. The initial veiacity mssiels were obtained from the refraction
profiles prfomed in northern Chile by Wigger et al. [1991; 19931. P-wave vdocities of the upper-rnamtle
below the coatimental lithosphere were not well rwlved. However, they coaverged "IRS~SERU~ to about 8.4
k 8.2 W s in bthexpa-imena (Eig. 290 The P-wavve velocity of the continental litlsospheric melablmeh xe
in good agreement with that detemined by the refraction studies. The inversion of the data collected n a r
Iquique sbows m average P-wave velmity of 8.1 k 0.1 W s withirn the siab. It was mot possible to resolve
more details in the oceaaie lithosphere near Iquique, minly beause the mjority of the events wcurred at a
&pth of a b u t 100 lm. Ne% .htofagasta there is evideam in the slab of sulsductai omanic crust with a
thichess of appro.ximately 16 k m , witls a P-wave velocity of 7.4kO.l W s , which is observed down to a
depth of &out 60 km. The sutxiucted axanie crutoverlies an ocemic uppr-tmantle with a P-wave velocity
of 7.8f0.1 W s . The thichless and the velocity of the s u b m s t d zone i n d i a e s that ie is made up of
u n m s f o m e d basaltic oeeanie aust subduced with the uaderlying lithospheric mantle. and that the
uansfomtion of basalt KIeclogik d not take place in the subducting slab at l e s t dolm to depths of about
BO km. Im the Antofagasta expedent. a low-velocity zone under the continentsti lithosphere was also
obsewed. This low-velocity zone and the subducted memie m s t qree with the low-velmity hyer obsexved
in s&fnic ehction studies..
320 km
O

are usai ta ~ias~ltaneo~sly
detemine the hypocentnl Irxations and the I
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Figure 3.- 2B P-wave velocity mode1 abfained for Iquique and Antofagasta The first two layers were not
included in Ihe inversion. The white metablocks are unresolved by the inversion. In the left-upper corner of
each metablock, the velocity (lads), the resolution and the values m r in W s (below the resoluaon) are
presented. In Antofagasta a low-velaity Iayer in the upper part of the slab b interpreted as ocemic m s t .
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SEISMOGWIC INTERPLATE CONTACT
The seismically coupled zone is the depth range of the plate interface that is capable of producing large
underthrusting eanhquakes [Tichelaar and Ruff, 19911. However, the determination of that depth is difficult
in northem Chile because of the lack of geodetic measures of coseismic ruptures. Tichelaar and Ruff [19911
studied the Chilean subduction zone using thrust earthquakes with magnitudes greater than 6.0 recorded
teieseismically. Comte and S u h z Cl9931 discuss the difficulties involved in measuring the depth of the
seismogenic interplate contact, and the different values obtained from teleseismic recording earthquakes in
cornparison with hose obtained with locally-recordeddata using permanentand temporary networks inChile.
We o b w e d that the depth of the seismogenic coupling extends to approximately 50 km dong northern and
central Chile without showing appreciable variations dong suike, and the landward extent of the coupled
zone hHs a width of about 110 to 60 km. There is also a change from high-anglereverse fauiting to dom-dip
tensional events. This could be an alternative method to detemine the maximum depth of the seismogenic
coupling. The mechanical idea is that near and below the interplate surtace. where unstable sliding o"m,
the subducted slab is under compression.' The compressive regime causes not only lhrusting dong the plate
interface, but also intraplate, reverse faulting events within the slab. At a certain depth, the siab becomes
completely decoupied from the upper plate and begins to sink due to its negative bouyancy. Thus, the
transition fiom compressive to tensional behavior would reflectthe mechanical conditions in the shallow part
of the subducted shb and may help to map indirectly the depth of the seismogenic coupling. In the three
regions, where a good l d data exists u) conml chis change, Iquique, Antofagasta and central Chile, this
trrmsitional depth lies consistently at a depth of about 70 km.
AN WERTED DOUBLE SEISMIC ZOIW IN NORTHERPI CRILE

The epicenlni distribution of the seismicity observed in Iquique during 1991 is simiIar to that observed in
Antofagasta in 1988, in the sense lhat the seismic activity is mainly concentrated to themt in the downgoing
siab. A nucleation of intraplate events is observed in both experiments at about 100 km depth. the focal
mechanisms of the nocleations show that these intnplate events present a variety of tensional and reverse
faulting events. The down-dip tensional events are shallower than the compressional micro-earthquakes.
suggesting a double-planed seismic zone in nonhem Chile Flg. 3).
The Iquique intraplate nucleation shows that the tensional events ranges fmm 88 to 108 km deptb, and the
compressional events show depths varying h m I O 6 to 126 km. In the m e of Antofagasta tbe tensional
events have depths h m 80 to 108 km, and the compressional onesare l m t e d between 104 to 122 km depths.
The error in depth for these events is estixnated to be about 3 km for both experiments, therefore, instead of
the two sheets of tensional and compressional events are very close in depth, the lower errors obtained h m
2-D velocity mode1 resulting h m the inversion, permits us to conclude that there is a double seismic zone in
northem Chile with the polarity inverted relative to that observed in orher subductionzones in the world, such
as those found in the Aleutians, Tonga and Honshu.
The only intermedmte-depth emhquakes reported teleseismically whichshows a cornpressional mechanism
in northem Chile. is the revene faulting eanhquake occurred on January 17, 1977 [Araujo and Su&rez, 19931.
The focal depth of this event is 152 km, and clearly is located beneatb thesheet of tensional events which lie
at an average depth of 110 km. Kono et al. Cl9851 also identified this earthquake 3s an intermediate-depth
event and suggested the presence of a double seismic zone. However, due to their lack of good hypocentnl
depth conml, Uley incorrectly assumed that the sheet of down-dip tensionalevents was beneath this reversefaulting earthquake as in other subduction zones of the western Pacific.
Engdahl and Scholtz [1977] explained the presence of double-planed seismic zones as a result from the
flexure suffered by the subducted slab as it unbends beneath the shallow interplate contact. This hypothesis
stress sbem would be opposite to what
does not explain OUT observations because the polarity of tbe expected
is observed in northern Chile. Araujo and Sukez 119931 suggested that the presence of this anomalous
change in
double-planed seismic zone is the result of the sudden downward flexureof the slab where a -tic
the radius of curvature of the downgoing plate o"m. However, we observed the double seismic zone in
northem Chile in two regions with different dipping. The dip angle observed around Iquique is about 30°,
and around Antofagasla is about 20°, therefore the Iiorthern Cllile double-seismic zone probably is not
controlled by the geometry of the slab.
The question arises: Why is there an inverted double seismic zone in northern Chile, and why it is mainly
observed with local data? The double seismic zone in northem ChiIe is observed beneath the volcanic
Andean belt in the Iquique and Antofagasta regions. Therefore, it is probably associated with the process
involved with the generation of magmas q d the production of arc volcanos. Recently, Kirby and Hacker
cl9931 present new evidence suggesting a phenomenon associated with the
emhquakes that o"ur at depth of
90-150 km in Lhe subducting lithosphere. In summary, Lhey argue that the oceanic plates has a laminated
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